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Armsan has Strengthened its Position
on International Area
As Armsan established in 2006,
we have initially penetrated
our
hunting and sporting smooth bore
shotguns in the market . As a result
of the increasing number of demands
coming from our users, we started
manufacturing defence and tactical
shotguns which made us step into
the Defence Industry. The success we
achieved in the international tenders
showed us that we were on the correct
route, hence led us to focus heavily on
research and development. Following
a steady and significant growth with
the endeavours of our research and
development department, we have
started manufacturing single shot nonlethal smooth grenade launchers that
can be used both in civilian and military
fields. Last but not the least, we took
pleasure in successfully developing
modular pump action shotguns which
can be applied with infantry rifles.
Defence Industry is considered
of utmost importance in our country.
With this knowledge in mind, we are
dedicated to create a difference in the
market by doing benchmarking and
close research. We are aiming to meet
all the demands from our users by
integrating research, development and
technology in our own line of products.
As a result of the positive feedbacks
we had been receiving about our hunting
shotguns, we started
our smooth
bore tactical and defence lines. Again
as a result of feedbacks and demands

coming from our users, we developed
the features on our existing guns and
started to manufacture and export them.
The satisfaction and the new orders we
received from foreign countries’ tenders
which we participated and won, led us
to comprehensively branch out in the
defence field.
The Defence Industry is progressing
in our country just as it is increasing in
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the world. As Armsan, we are keeping
pace with the expanding market, while
satisfying the growing demands. The
new regulations in the sector, have
created new opportunities and given
rise to the competition between the
private Turkish companies in the defence
sector. Since competition always
triggers increase in the quality, this
has been a very positive development
for our national Defence Industry. Our
international prominence is growing in
parallel with the improved quality of
work that we are performing. We are
proud of being a Turkish company that
is desired both for its quality and price
policies.
Our exports have shown a
continuous increase over the years,
and we are exporting our shotguns
to civilian markets in over forty
countries. In the context of military
and law enforcement, We already have
participated and won approximately
ten countries’ tenders in America,
Europe, Asia and African continents and
achieved our deliveries successfully.
The products manufactured by us
are made by using hundred percent
native capital. In the near future, we are
aiming to become one of the leading
solution partners for other shotgun
manufacturers and countries’ military
by offering them our 37/38mm, 40 mm ,
44mm and 56 mm single shot non-lethal
smooth grenade launchers and modular
system pump action shotguns.

